Travel in Finland

The Attractions:
60,000 lakes,
80,000 islands,
boundless forests,
thrilling rapids journeys,
salmon and trout-fishing,
the only automobile-road
in the world to the Arctic Ocean,
the Midnight Sun,
Lapland villages and reindeer herds.
Healthy and invigorating climate, novel
surroundings, incomparable scenery, modern
towns and untouched primitive forests, sea and
lake resorts, hydros; boating, yachting, sea-
bathing, camping, golf and all outdoor pastimes.

The Cost:
Lowest railway rates in Europe,
low hotel tariffs,
low prices everywhere,
first-class hotel rooms
at a dollar a day and less,
comfortable, unpretentious
accommodation much cheaper.

REGULAR DIRECT STEAMSHIP SERVICES FROM ENGLAND, GERMANY, DENMARK AND SWEDEN. BY AIR VIA STOCKHOLM OR RIGA-TALLINN.
Travel to Scandinavia
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The midnight sun, polar bear villages and reindeer herds.

Healthy and invigorating climate, novel surroundings, incomparable scenery, modem towns, and unspoiled primitive forests.

Take excellent photos, painting, collecting... soft and all outdoor businesses.

Lowest railways rates in Europe.

Low hotel tariffs, first-class hotel rooms.

At a budget, go and lose accommodation.

Regular direct steamship services from England, Germany, Denmark, Sweden.

By air via Stockholm or Riga-Tallinn.